
CHEM 412 Course Syllabus Spring 2017

Course Information

Contact Details

Instructor Dr. Jeremy B. Maddox
Office TCCW 328

Office Hours MT 1-2:30 pm or by appointment
Telephone (270) 745-8725

Email jeremy.maddox@wku.edu

Course Details

Course CRN 21584 CHEM 412-001 (5 credits)
Title Introduction to Physical Chemistry and Laboratory

Pre-requisite A grade of ”C” or better in CHEM 314 or CHEM 340, CHEM 330 and
MATH 136 and PHYS 231 or PHYS 255

Location SH 3106
Day(s)/Time TR 8:00-9:20 AM

Course CRN 02159 CHEM 412-002 (0 credits)
Title Lab for CHEM 412

Location TCCW 403
Day(s)/Time W 12:40–5:10 pm

Summary A study of the chemical principles involved in thermodynamics, kinet-
ics, equilibrium, surface phenomena, macromolecules, molecular struc-
ture and other selected topics using biological examples. The course
is specifically for secondary education students and those students not
qualifying for the CHEM 450–CHEM 452 sequence. It is not acceptable
for the ACS-program students.

Required Textbook(s)

Title Physical Chemistry for the Biosciences
Author(s) R. Chang
Publisher University Science Books

ISBN 978-1-891389-33-7

Title Conceptual Guide to Thermodynamics
Author(s) B. Poirier
Publisher Wiley

ISBN 978-1-118840-53-5

Student Learning Objectives

Students will demonstrate proficiency using chemical knowledge and problem solving skills in the fol-
lowing topics: gases and kinetic theory; thermodynamics with applications to gas expansions, chem-
ical reaction, phase transitions, chemical equilibrium, and solutions; kinetic rate laws and reaction
mechanisms; basic quantum theory; intermolecular interactions; and molecular spectroscopy.
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Reading and Problem Set Assignments

Reading and homework problem sets will be assigned regularly, and students should expect to make
a significant time commitment outside of class for detailed study of this material. The reading and
homework will cover various topics from the required textbook.

Students will be expected to present solutions to randomly chosen problems from the assigned prob-
lem sets during the scheduled Problem Solving sessions. These solutions will be graded. Students
are encouraged to use the instructor’s office hours for additional discussion and assistance with the
homework problems, as needed.

Examinations

There will be several scheduled mid-term exams and a comprehensive final exam in this course.
However, the instructor reserves the right to modify the exam schedule as needed. Students will
be given advanced notice of all exam dates. All exams will be closed book and closed notes.

Laboratory Experiments and Reports

There will be several scheduled laboratory experiments in this course. However, the instructor
reserves the right to modify the lab schedule as needed. Students will be given advanced notice of
all laboratory experiment dates and report deadlines.

Students will work in groups of 2–3 while conducting the experiments in lab. In order to participate
in CHEM 412 laboratory, students must agree to abide by the Laboratory Safety Rules described in
the Laboratory Safety Rules Verification Form. Students that do not comply with the Laboratory
Safety Rules will not be allowed to participate in the experiments, will not be allowed to submit a
lab report, and will receive zero credit for that portion of coursework.

Students must keep a single running laboratory notebook for all experiments. This notebook should
be used exclusively for the CHEM 412 laboratory. A sturdy composition notebook is a very good
choice. Loose leaf paper, note pads, and scratch paper are NOT acceptable lab notebooks.

Handouts will be given for each laboratory experiment. Students must carefully read the lab
handouts and follow all pre-lab instructions therein prior to participating in the pre-lab discussions
and laboratory experiments. These materials contain important safety information that will help
to prevent accidents and injuries in lab.

Students are expected to submit a lab report for each experiment performed. Each student must
prepare his/her own lab report. Instructions for the preparation of lab reports will be given in the
lab handouts. Generally, lab reports will be due one week from the date that the experiment was
performed. Late lab reports will not be accepted for a grade.
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Grading Policy

Students will receive numeric scores on all mid-term exams and the final exam. Each of these
exam scores will carry an equal weight in determining an average exam score (normalized to 100).
Students will receive numeric scores (0–10 in increments of 0.5) on all lab reports and on all
problem presentations. Each lab report score and homework score will carry an equal weight in
determining a average lab score (normalized to 100) and an average homework score (normalized
to 100), respectively.

A weighted sum of the average exam score (3/5), average lab score (1/5), and homework score (1/5)
will be used to determine an average course score (normalized to 100). At the end of the semester,
the average course score will be used to assign letter grades based on the following scale:

A (100-90) B (89-80) C (79-70) D (69-60) F (59-0)

The last day to drop a class with a W (withdrawal) and the last day to change a class from credit to
audit is posted by the WKU Registrar’s Office. The student is responsible for initiating all changes
in enrollment status with the WKU Registrar’s Office.

Attendance Policy

The policy of the WKU Student Handbook will be followed in this course, “Registration in a course
obligates the student to be regular and punctual in class attendance...When a student is absent
from class because of illness, death in the family, or other justifiable reasons, it is the student’s
responsibility to contact the instructor as soon as possible.”

Attendance will be taken for each class period.

If a student misses a class period for a legitimate reason, then the instructor will consider requests
to have the absence designated an “excused absence.” The allowance of such a request is subject
to the discretion of the instructor. The student must contact the instructor within 24 hours of the
absence and present acceptable documentation that specifically justifies the student’s absence from
the scheduled class period. Otherwise the absence will be considered “unexcused.”

Students with an unexcused absence are disqualified from receiving any curve points on the forth-
coming exam.

Students that miss an exam due to an absence, which includes both excused and unexcused ab-
sences, will receive zero credit for that exam. Make up exams are not available.

Students that miss 20% or more of the scheduled class periods, which includes both excused and
unexcused absences, will recieve a failing grade in the course.

Classroom Disruptions

Digital devices and non-coursework related conversations create a significant disruption in class.
Disruptive behavior makes it difficult for the instructor and other students to concentrate on the
learning objectives of the course. This will not be tolerated. Students who create a disruption may
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be dismissed from the classroom, and further academic sanctions will be brought against students
who persistently disrupt the class.

Academic Dishonesty, Plagiarism, and Cheating

The policy of the WKU Student Handbook will be followed in this course, “Students who commit
any act of academic dishonesty may receive from the instructor a failing grade in that portion of
the coursework in which the act is detected or a failing grade in the course without possibility of
withdrawal. The faculty member may also present the case to the Office of Student Conduct for
disciplinary sanctions.”

Student Accessibility Services

In compliance with University policy, students with disabilities who require academic and/or auxil-
iary accommodations for this course must contact the Student Accessibility Resource Center located
in Downing Student Union, 1074. SARC can be reached by phone number at (270) 745-5004 [(270)
745-3030 TTY] or via email at sarc.connect@wku.edu. Please do not request accommodations
directly from the professor or instructor without a Faculty Notification Letter (FNL) from The
Student Accessibility Resource Center.

Title IX Policy

WKU is committed to supporting faculty, staff and students by upholding WKU’s Title IX Sexual
Misconduct/Assault Policy (0.2070) and Discrimination and Harassment Policy (0.2040). Under
these policies, discrimination, harassment and/or sexual misconduct based on sex/gender are pro-
hibited. If you experience an incident of sex/gender-based discrimination, harassment and/or sexual
misconduct, you are encouraged to report it to the Title IX Coordinator, Andrea Anderson, (270)
745-5398 or Title IX Investigators, Michael Crowe, (270) 745-5429 or Joshua Hayes, (270) 745-5121.
Please note that while you may report an incident of sex/gender based discrimination, harassment
and/or sexual misconduct to a faculty member, WKU faculty are “Responsible Employees” of the
University and MUST report what you share to WKU’s Title IX Coordinator or Title IX Investi-
gator. If you would like to speak with someone who may be able to afford you confidentiality, you
may contact WKU’s Counseling and Testing Center at (270) 745-3159.
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